A) INSTALL YOKE (1) OVER BOSS ON BASE.

B) INSERT BOLT (2) AND FLAT WASHER (3) THRU YOKE (1) AND BASE BOSS.

C) INSTALL FLAT WASHER (4) AND NYLOC NUT (5) AND TIGHTEN UNTIL BOLT END IS 3/8" PAST THE NUT. SEE FIGURE 1.

D) INSTALL HANDLE RELEASE LEVER (6) AND CURVED WASHER CAM (7) AS SHOWN THRU HANDLE BRACE (8), COLLAR (9) AND HANDLE BRACE (10).

NOTE: THE WASHER CAM AND LEVER PIN ORIENTATION IS VERY IMPORTANT.

E) INSTALL LOCK NUT (11) AND TIGHTEN UNTIL BOLT END IS 1/8" PAST THE NUT. SEE FIGURE 2.